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Peter Van Brugh Livingston with Samuel Nuttman, October 16, 1765
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Agreement made the 16th October 1765 Between
Peter van Brugh Livingston of the first Part and
Samuel Nutman of the second Part - That the
Party of the first part will sell to the party of
the second part the lands he now possess near west
harbours for such a price as David Legan, Esq
shall value the same at, from which valuation
he will deduct Fifty Pounds money at 8/100.
To which the party of the second part agree &
that he will give his Bond with security of
equal Date with the deed being Furthered
from the Date, that Samuel Nutman shall survey
it, they each paying half of the charge of the
Survey. as witnessed our hands

witnesses

James Nutman

G. D. Livingston

Samuel Nutman
Oct. 16th 1765

Agreement with
Samuel Nutman

If the rod by Louden 12 s. 6 d.
If the rod by M. Allwood 14 s. 6 d.
26 s.
14 s.

Total 14 s. 6 d.
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